).
-Spectral responses The figure 5a represents a typical spectral response of a GaSb diode with a junction depth of 4 pm. The external quantum efficiency at 1.55pm is equal to 0.22. Based on a single model of homojunction, the diffusion length in the MOCVD GaSb layer can be estimated : Ln 4pm.
Ga IIn As Sb diodes I-X X y W-y In this first step of investigation, the non optimnized, and generally mismatched heterojunctions made of a p Ga In As Sb deposited on n GaSb substrate have been elaborated in order I-x X y I-y to determine the growth parameters corresponding to x and y values allowing the photodetection at a wavelength of 2.5pm. The spectral response of figure 5b is relative to the diode P20 in which the quaternary layer was Ga 0.1n 0 s2 A Sbb 82 is matched to GaSb, the figure 5c is relative to the diode 19 on which the ternary layer was Ga 0.63 In 03 7Sb. A backward illumination (through the substrate) has been used to do the measurement.
For the matched heterojunction, the spectral response is classicaI, the cut-off wavelength in the near infrared range is about 2.3pm. For the mismatched heterojunction, the cut-off appears beyond 2.5pm (the evaluated gap for x = 0.37 is 430 meV) but the photoresponse cannot be explained by 
-CONCLUSION
MOCVD method has allowed to elaborate p and n type GaSb layers with electrical properties very similar to the best ones measured on material grown by other techniques.
The growth method has also allowed to deposite Ga IlInxAs Sb layers with a gap value adapted to the photodetection at X = 2.5pm. 
